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                                            Absolute FIRST CLASS customer service from the whole team connected to Smiles By Jasmine. From the moment I reached out to Jasmine online,...


                                            
                                                O. Mason
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                                            Jasmin is an amazing dentist. I always look forward to my appointments. She makes me feel so at ease and the whole experience...


                                            
                                                M. Verreschi
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                                            Jasmine and her team are wonderful. I had an amazing journey with them over the last year with Invisalign, whitening and bonding. Very...


                                            
                                                A. Amy
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                                            Jasmine and the team are absolutely brilliant. I am SO happy with my teeth and I can’t recommend them highly enough!


                                            
                                                F. Peacock
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                            al            14:53 18 Mar 24
                                            Dentists, have never been in my Top 10 of favourite things to do, but Jasmine handles all questions and can read what you are trying to achieve. She has the patience of a saint, as I was nervous that my bonding should look v natural, not too white and not too toothy. She delivered a great result and I’m v happy. Marcel is also lovely, helpful and v calming as front person.  Thank you.            
        
    
                                    [image: Sophie Cramer]        
                            Sophie Cramer            17:47 29 Jan 24
                                            I have been coming to Jasmine for almost 2 years now and highly recommend her service. After my Invisalign treatment was over, I decided to continue visiting for my check-ups and hygienist appointments. Jasmine has so much expertise, always checks that you are happy with how the treatment is going, and will always address any questions/needs you might have! And not to forget her lovely friendly team, Alina and Marcel! A dream team :)            
        
    
                                    [image: Grant Powell]        
                            Grant Powell            18:20 20 Dec 23
                                            I just love going to Smiles by Jasmine. Jasmine and her team are exceptional and make me feel so welcome and relaxed each time I visit. I normally would not comment on my dentist but credit where credit is due; for me they are the best. I would highly recommend them to anyone.            
        
    
                                    [image: Cirdei Bianca]        
                            Cirdei Bianca            13:04 19 Dec 23
                                            My experience has been great and I'm really happy and confident with my smile now. Jasmine and her staff is lovely and they put a lot of care and attention into their work.            
        
    
                                    [image: Mostafa El Bakkali]        
                            Mostafa El Bakkali            08:55 19 Dec 23
                                            I have been going to this practice for 1 year and they have been amazing all along. The staff is super friendly and the dentists are professional and very experienced. The best experience I had so far!            
        
    
                                    [image: Lizzie D]        
                            Lizzie D            18:36 15 Dec 23
                                            Jasmine is the best. I love how she has improved my smile. Not only does she have a great aesthetic sense, but she combines it with flawless skill and a wonderful, warm personality. I would never go to anyone else!            
        
    
                                    [image: Lucinda]        
                            Lucinda            13:52 13 Jul 23
                                            Dr Jasmine was recommended to me by 2 other patients who have beautiful smiles so I knew I was in good hands. Dr Jasmine has taken so much time and precision to help me achieve my dream smile. My orthodontist even took her details to recommend to his patients once he’d seen her work. Highly recommend for beautiful natural smiles and a friendly professional team!            
        
    
                                    [image: Hannah Williams]        
                            Hannah Williams            07:50 15 Jun 23
                                            I cannot rave enough about the service I have received from Jasmine. My (otherwise healthy) teeth were crooked, chipped and uneven. Another dentist had told me they would be unable to straighten them with Invisalign and I would, likely, have to have teeth removed. I was feeling thoroughly despondent when I booked a consultation but from Day One Jasmine was absolutely brilliant.Scrupulously honest about what she is able to achieve, incredibly skilled at what she does and very kind, she has worked magic with my teeth using Invisalign and I now have the straight teeth I could only have dreamt of previously.Her team are also absolutely amazing and visiting her beautiful practice rooms was always a pleasure.Highly recommended!            
        
    
                                    [image: Charliegh Nolan]        
                            Charliegh Nolan            12:06 19 Apr 23
                                            The most amazing person and dentist. Jasmine puts so much care into everything she does, and makes even the most nervous patients feel at ease. I’ve been seeing Jasmine for many years now and I am about to embark on an Invisalign journey with her. Couldn’t recommend her practice enough.            
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                            Octavia Gray            18:12 25 Mar 23
                                            I would not hesitate in recommending Jasmine to anyone, she really is amazing. Jasmine and her team are so kind and make you feel so at ease. I absolutely love my results!! Thank you!            
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                            Caitlin Darby            21:23 08 Mar 23
                                            I had composite bonding done to close a gap and even out the edges of the teeth - the service was professional, warm, and friendly all-round. I was able to have complete control over the design of the teeth and was given a quick mock-up before the actual bonding was done so that I could experiment with what sort of shape/effect I liked. I was also offered a student discount of 10% which I wasn’t expecting. The whole experience was ideal and after having consultations at a few places I couldn’t have asked for a more reassuring, professional and reasonably-priced service. Regarding the actual work I had done, I love the results, they’re very natural and Jasmine was great at giving exactly what I asked for. I also didn’t feel that I was being pushed to purchase other services which I hadn’t asked for (veneers, whitening, etc. etc.) which I found happened at other clinics, every recommendation Jasmine made was based on what I’d requested. I only had it done today so can’t comment on longevity, but can highly recommend every other aspect of this experience.            
        
    
                                    [image: Sandra]        
                            Sandra            10:56 08 Jan 23
                                            It took me years to find a good dentist in London. Jasmine is excellent. She is technically very good, has been able to diagnose correctly and fix issues with my teeth I had had for years, the quality of her work is to a very high standard, she invests in her clinic and uses the latest equipment and technology. Jasmine also has a very human approach to her work, she is very gentle and always tries to make the experience as pain free as possible. I will never go to another dentist and have recommended Jasmine to friends and family. Her team are just as nice and as good as her.            
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                            Amy            12:15 04 Dec 22
                                            Jasmine and her team are wonderful - I had an amazing journey with them over the last year with Invisalign, whitening and bonding. Very happy and would highly recommend. Jasmine is unlike any other dentist I have ever met- so personal, kind and reassuring- I have really enjoyed getting to know her throughout my regular appointments. Will never go anywhere else!            
        
    
                                    [image: Sophie Hearn]        
                            Sophie Hearn            08:41 15 Nov 22
                                            Jasmine is a dream dentist. She is very friendly, thorough and detailed. If you are worried about going to a dentist, Jasmine will ensure you are in safe hands and explain every step and reassure you throughout your experience.The whole team are so welcoming and professional. I couldn’t rate them higher.Thank you Team Smiles by Jasmine            
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                            Diana Salakhova            17:46 26 Sep 22
                                            Jasmine is the most gentle yet efficient dentist ever. She is very thorough and quick, the quality of her work is incredible and she is the most kind and pleasant person! My entire family have been patients for years. Not only the prices are very reasonable, and the experience very comfortable, you will always leave in the best mood after seeing Jasmine.            
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                            Andy Dent            13:07 23 Jul 22
                                            I have been conscious of my teeth since my teens (a long time) I wouldn’t show my teeth in photos & often covered my mouth with my hand if talking closely with someone, Jasmine has changed my life.If, like me you’re uneasy about seeing the dentist then Jasmine is for you, you can relax knowing you’re in good hands, minimally invasive & very calming.It’s been a pleasure visiting over the last year, her team (Alina & Marcel) are a credit to her, would definitely recommend.I can’t stop smiling.            
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                            Sophie Woodhead            16:45 31 Mar 22
                                            My experience at Smiles by Jasmine has been fantastic.Throughout my whole treatment I was made to feel completely at ease. Jasmine listened to my concerns about my smile and was understanding, honest and always extremely patient. I am so happy with my results and it is clear how passionate and talented both Jasmine and her nurse Alina are. I wholeheartedly recommend, especially to those who have any concerns about visiting the dentist! It has been a real pleasure to be treated by this team.            
        
    
                                    [image: Jarvia Foxter]        
                            Jarvia Foxter            19:24 21 Mar 22
                                            I visited Jasmine for a chronic tooth problem, which for 7 years my previous NHS dentist told me could not be fixed or helped. Jasmine immediately identified the problem and suggested solutions which resolved 7 years of daily dental pain.Jasmine’s professionalism, care and dental skills are outstanding. For the first time in my life I now look forward to dental check-ups, with Jasmine and her amazing team. Without a doubt, she is the best dentist I’ve ever had.I recommend Jasmine to everyone, from friends to my own patients. As her number one fan, I cannot recommend her highly enough!            
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